SUMMARY It is known that any chordal graph can be uniquely decomposed into simplicial components. Based on this fact, it is shown that for a given chordal graph, its automorphism group can be computed in O((c! · n) O(1) ) time, where c denotes the maximum size of simplicial components and n denotes the number of nodes. It is also shown that isomorphism of those chordal graphs can be decided within the same time bound. From the viewpoint of polynomial-time computability, our result strictly strengthens the previous ones respecting the clique number. key words : chordal graph, simplicial component, automorphism, isomorphism, computational group theory, algorithm, computational complexity 
Introduction
It is easy to verify that both testing isomorphism and computing automorphisms of chordal graphs are polynomialtime equivalent to testing isomorphism of arbitrary graphs. Thus, restricting the structure of graphs to being chordal does not affect the computational complexity of those problems. Motivated by this, there have been many investigations on those problems (particularly on isomorphism testing) for subclasses of chordal graphs, such as chordal (6, 3) [3] , directed path [4] , interval [9] , strongly chordal [14] , Ptolemaic [15] , and so on.
It is well known that any chordal graph is the intersection graph of subtrees of some tree, where each subtree represents a node in the chordal graph so that two nodes are adjacent iff the corresponding subtrees intersect. The underlying tree associated with the set of subtrees is called a "clique tree" representation, because the tree naturally represents all maximal cliques in the chordal graph as its nodes. See [5] or [13] for more details on the clique tree.
This characteristics of chordal graphs has been used often in the algorithmic theory of chordal graphs for developing efficient algorithms. In particular, it is very natural to ask for an efficient isomorphism testing for chordal graphs whose clique number is relatively small, because we may employ a dynamic programming approach based on the clique tree or a well-known tree isomorphism algorithm. To this question, Klawe et al. [8] and Nagoya [11] independently gave an affirmative answer by showing O(((ω + 1)!) 2 · n 3 ) time isomorphism testing, where ω denotes the clique number and n denotes the number of nodes. In designing their algorithms, there was one difficulty due to the fact that a) E-mail: toda@cssa.chs.nihon-u.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietisy/e89-d. 8.2388 there are many possibilities for the clique tree of a given chordal graph. They overcame this difficulty by constructing, for any choral graph, a slight variant of the clique tree which is invariant under all automorphisms of the chordal graph.
There is another interesting tree representation for chordal graphs, which we call "s-tree". To explain it, we let X be a chordal graph. Let V = (V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V m ) be an ordered partition of V(X) such that each class V k consists of all simplicial nodes in the subgraph of X induced by i≤k V i ; that is, V m is the set of all simplicial nodes in X, V m−1 is the set of all simplicial nodes in X − V m , V m−2 is the set of all simplicial nodes in X − (V m−1 ∪ V m ), and so on. It is easily verified that such a partition surely exists and is uniquely determined. It is called the (maximal) simplicial partition (the s-partition for short) of X. See [3] and [4] for more discussion on simplicial partitions. Now, let us consider a subgraph of X induced by any V k . The subgraph consists of several connected components. We call such a component a simplicial component (an s-component for short) of X. We say that an s-component x is adjacent to another scomponent y if some node in x is adjacent to some node in y. Interestingly, the adjacency relation among all the scomponents can be organized as a rooted tree. More interestingly, the rooted tree is invariant under all automorphisms of X. We call it the simplicial tree (the s-tree for short) of X. See Sect. 3 for more details on the s-tree.
The fact that the s-tree is invariant under automorphisms suggests another possibility for developing an effective isomorphism testing. Now, we have the following question: Can we obtain a similar result to ones in [8] and [11] ? More precisely, can we develop a polynomial-time isomorphism testing for chordal graphs whose s-components are of relatively small size?
We easily see that every s-component is a clique which is not necessarily maximal. Thus, this question subsumes the previous one, because the maximum size of scomponents does not exceed the clique number. Moreover, we can easily define a class of chordal graphs whose scomponents are of constant size (e.g., size two) but whose clique number is very large (e.g., approximately one third of the number of nodes). Therefore, the question is essentially different from the previous one. In fact, the previous algorithms obviously need an exponential time for those chordal graphs, but what we want is a polynomial-time algorithm.
In this paper, we give an affirmative answer to the question by showing the following. In our algorithm, we employ a simple dynamic programming approach based on the s-tree. Toward designing such an algorithm, we must develop a methodology for maintaining exponentially many automorphisms of any induced subgraphs of a given chordal graph. We must also maintain exponentially many isomorphisms among those subgraphs. It was enough for the previous algorithms to maintain the set of permutations over each maximal clique, where a desired isomorphism was obtained by joining some of those permutations together. Since the maximal cliques keep the adjacency relation of the original graph, the method did work well. However, we cannot use such a naive method for our purpose because the s-components do not keep most of the adjacency relation. Those only tell us which nodes we may permute by any automorphism. Therefore, as in [1] , [2] , [7] , [10] , we employ group-theoretic method to maintain automorphisms and isomorphisms. Our grouptheoretic method is rather straightforward which is based on the "tower of subgroups" method with some ideas in [7] and [10] . In our case, it seems necessary to employ grouptheoretic methods even if we only need isomorphism testing.
Preliminaries
We suppose that the readers are familiar with elementary notions in graph theory and in group theory. We below describe terminologies and notations. We also recall some basic facts used in this paper.
Elementary Notations
For a set A and a nonnegative integer k, we write A k to denote the set of all subsets of A each of which consists of k elements in A. We write 2
A to denote the set of all subsets of A.
For two sets A and B, we write A → B to denote the set of all functions from A to B. We will use " f ∈ A → B" as well as " f : A → B" for specifying that f belongs to A → B. Let f be a function in A → B. For an element x ∈ A, we write x f , as well as f (x), to denote the image of x by f . For a subset C of A, we write f C to denote a function from C into B obtained by restricting the domain of f to C. For two functions f : A → B and g : B → C, we write f g to denote the composition of these functions. Note that those functions in the composition are applied from left toward right to any argument; that is,
we will never use this notation for such cases.
Graphs, Isomorphisms, and Automorphisms
Throughout this paper, we suppose that all graphs are undirected, simple, and connected. For a graph X, its node set and its edge set are denoted by V(X) and E(X), respectively. We suppose that E(X) is a subset of V 2 . We will abbreviate an edge {u, v} ∈ E(X) by uv. For a subset U of
A graph X is isomorphic to a graph Y if there exists a bijection f from V(X) to V(Y) that preserves the adjacency relations; that is,
We denote by Iso(X, Y) the set of all isomorphisms from X to Y. For any isomorphism f ∈ Iso(X, Y), we sometimes write X f as the image of X by f ; that is,
f . An isomorphism from X to itself is called an automorphism of X. It is easy to verify that the set of all automorphisms of X is a permutation group over V(X). The group is denoted by Aut(X) and is called the automorphism group of X.
Background in Group Theory
Let G and H be any groups. We write H ≤ G or G ≥ H if H is a subgroup of G. If H ≤ G, the set of (right) cosets of H in G is denoted by G/H and each coset in G/H is denoted by Hg for some g ∈ G. A set R ⊆ G is called a complete set of coset representatives for G/H if we have |R ∩ Hg| = 1 for each Hg ∈ G/H.
The direct product of G and H is denoted by G×H. The direct product of several groups Let V be a nonempty finite set. The symmetric group over V is denoted by Sym(V). The identity permutation in any symmetric group is denoted by . For a permutation g ∈ Sym(V) and a subset W of V, we define W g = {w g : w ∈ W}. For a subsetŴ of 2 V , we defineŴ 
For a group G and a finite set V, an action of G on V is a homomorphism Ψ from G into Sym(V). We say that G acts on V if such a homomorphism exists. We call Ψ(G) ≤ Sym(V) the image of the action. We often denote the image by G V when the underlying action is clear from the context. Ψ −1 ( ) is called the kernel of the action, where denotes the identity element in Sym(V).
For any S ⊆ G, S denotes a subgroup of G each of whose elements is obtained as a finite product of elements in S ∪ S −1 , where S −1 denotes the set of inverse of elements in S . If S = G, then we call S a generating set for G and we also say that G is generated by S or S generates G. When we say that we compute G or we obtain G, we mean that we compute a generating set for G.
Strong Generating Sets
Let V be a nonempty finite set and
be a tower of subgroups of G. We say that a set S ⊆ G is a strong generating set for G relative to the tower if it satisfies the following conditions.
(a) S is a generating set for G.
, the remaining part of S not related to the tower, is a generating set for G m and its size is at most |V| 2 .
Note that the exponent two in (c) above is conventional. We could roughly assume |S ∩ G m | ≤ |V| O (1) . Note also that S is of size at most
The following theorem was shown in [6] . The readers are referred to [7] or [12] for its details. It should be noted that our definition of strong generating set is slightly different from the usual one. However, we can easily obtain the following theorem from the well-known result.
Theorem 2.1 ([6] ): Suppose the tower described above satisfies the following conditions.
(a) We are given a generating set for G and its size is bounded above by t 1 (n), where n = |V| and t 1 (n) denotes some function defined over the natural numbers. Or, we can compute a generating set for G in t 1 (n) time. (b) For all G i and g ∈ Sym(V), we can decide whether g is in G i in t 2 (n) time, where t 2 (n) denotes some function defined over the natural numbers. (c) For all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m, |G i−1 /G i | is bounded above by t 3 (n), where t 3 (n) denotes a function defined over the natural numbers.
Then, we can compute a strong generating set for
More precisely, we can obtain a complete set of coset representatives for each G i−1 /G i as well as a generating set for G m within the same time bound as above.
Bounded Color Multiplicity Algorithm
For the base case of our dynamic programming algorithm, we use "Bounded Color Multiplicity" algorithm due to Babai [1] . To make our presentation self-contained, we describe its outline. The readers are referred to [7] for its details.
Let X be any graph. Let {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s } be a partition of V(X); that is, a i ⊆ V(X), i a i = V(X), and a i ∩ a j = ∅ if i j. We define a group Aut * (X) ≤ Aut(X) by
It is obvious that Aut * (X) ≤ i Sym(a i ). For simplicity, we write G to denote i Sym(a i ). For all i, j with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ s, we define E i j ⊆ E(X) as follows.
. We can compute a generating set for
2 . Therefore, we can compute a strong generating set for
Notice that it contains a generating set for G m = Aut * (X). Therefore, we have the following.
Theorem 2.2 ([1]): A generating set for Aut
* (X) can be computed in O((c! · n) O(1) ) time.
Chordal Graphs
In this section, we define some notions and observe some facts about chordal graphs used in this paper.
s-Components and s-Trees
A graph X is called chordal if every cycle of length greater than three possesses a chord.
It is well known that a graph X is chordal iff any induced subgraph of X has a simplicial node. Based on this fact, the following notion has been defined. Let X be a chordal graph. Figure 1 illustrates an example of s-partition.
We easily see that the s-partition is well defined and is uniquely determined. See [3] and [4] for more discussion on simplicial partitions. In those papers, several types of simplicial partitions have been defined each of which can be viewed as a refinement of the maximal one. In contrast to them, we will deal only with the maximal one as defined above.
Every connected component in any X[V k ] is called a simplicial component (an s-component for short) of X. In Fig. 1 , each node of the tree illustrates an s-component of the chordal graph. We writeX k to denote the set of all scomponents in X[V k ]. We call eachX k an s-cell of X. We also defineX = m k=1X k . Note that the setX is uniquely determined because of the uniqueness of the s-partition.
Since any connected subgraph induced by simplicial nodes must be clique, any s-component of X is a clique in X. Therefore, we identify any s-component with its node set. For any s-components x and y inX, we say that x is adjacent to y if uv ∈ E(X) for some u ∈ x and v ∈ y.
The following properties of s-components were observed in [3] and [4] and were used implicitly in [8] and [11] . We can easily see these properties from the definition of simplicial nodes. From this proposition, we can uniquely determine, for every s-component y ∈X k with k > 1, an s-component x ∈ i<k X i which is adjacent to and closest to y. To state this more precisely, we define a graph T as follows. The node set V(T ) isX = kXk . For all s-components x and y in V(T ), xy is in E(T ) iff x is adjacent to y and there exist two s-cellsX i andX j such that i < j, x is inX i , y is inX j , and no s-component in i<k< jXk is adjacent to y. Then, we easily see, from the above proposition, that T is a rooted tree where its root is the only s-component inX 1 . We call the rooted tree a simplicial tree (an s-tree for short) of X (see Fig. 1 for an example). Note that the s-tree of X is uniquely determined.
We hereafter use some usual terminologies on rooted trees such as root, leaf, parent, children, ancestor, and descendant. For an s-component x ∈X, we writeÂ x ,Ĉ x , andD x to denote the set of ancestors, children, and descendants, respectively, of x in the s-tree of X. In order to make our discussion easier, we always suppose that x is inÂ x but not inD x . We also define
contains all s-components that are adjacent to x and hence contains all nodes that are adjacent to any node in x. This is our motivation on defining these notations.
Automorphisms and Isomorphisms
In this subsection, we observe an elementary structure of automorphism groups of chordal graphs. We also define some notations according to the observation.
Let X be a chordal graph, V = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V m ) which is the s-partition of X, andX = kXk which is the set of all s-components of X.
We easily see that for all automorphisms g ∈ Aut(X) and all nodes v ∈ V(X), v is simplicial in X iff v g is simplicial in X g . From this fact, we can show the following lemma by induction on the levels of s-components, where by "levels" we mean the levels in the s-tree.
Lemma 3.2:
For every g ∈ Aut(X) and s-cellX k of X, we haveX g k =X k . In other words, all automorphisms in Aut(X) preserve the levels of all s-components of X.
This lemma also observes that the s-tree is invariant under Aut(X); that is, for all g ∈ Aut(X), the s-tree of X g is the same as that of X.
In our algorithm, we will compute Aut(X[V x ]), the automorphism group of the subgraph induced by V x , for all scomponents x ∈X one after another from leaves toward the root of the s-tree of X. Then, we obtain Aut(X) at the root. On the other hand, some automorphism in Aut(X[V x ]) may not preserve the levels of s-components, because the s-tree of X[V x ] may be different from the subtree of the s-tree of 
In our algorithm, we will compute Aut
We will also deal with isomorphisms between X[V x ] and X[V y ] for all pairs of s-components x, y of the same level. As in the case of automorphisms, we would like to ignore any isomorphism that does not preserve the levels of s-components. Thus, we define the following notations.
For any x, y ∈X, we write
as the set of all such isomorphisms.
An outline of our Algorithm
As mentioned in the introduction, our algorithm is based on a simple dynamic programming technique. Before discussing the details, we describe its outline. In below, X denotes a chordal graph.
(1) We first compute the s-partition V = (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V m ) of X. Afterward, we compute the setX = m k=1X k of all s-components and the s-tree of X. In [11] , it was shown that these tasks can be done in O(n 3 ) time, where n denotes the number of nodes in X. We omit the details in this paper. (2) We next compute Aut * (X[V x ]) for each leaf x ∈X m of the s-tree. We further compute an arbitrary isomorphism f xy in Iso
for all pairs of distinct leaves x, y ∈X m together with checking whether such an isomorphism exists. If no such isomorphism exists, then we define f xy = ⊥ conventionally.
and f x i x j , where x i and x j denote any children of x. (b) We also compute an arbitrary isomorphism f xy ∈ Iso
for all pairs of x, y ∈X k together with checking whether such an isomorphism exists. If no such isomorphism exists, then we define f xy = ⊥ conventionally.
(4) Finally, we output Aut * (X[V r ]) = Aut(X), where r denotes the root of the s-tree.
Note that Iso
In other words, the set Iso
is succinctly represented by a pair of (a generating set for) Aut * (X[V x ]) and f xy . This is our motivation on computing f xy .
In the subsequent sections, we describe the details of (2) and (3) above. We will use the notations introduced above, such as X,X = m k=1X k , and f xy , without stating what they are.
For Leaves
Let x be any leaf inX m . LetÂ x = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m }, where a k denotes the ancestor of x inX k . It is obvious that Aut 
By using a similar method, for all pairs of leaves x, y ∈ X m , we can check whether Iso
If it is not empty, we can simultaneously compute an isomorphism f xy in Iso Moreover, if such an automorphism exists, we obtain a desired isomorphism f xy by restricting the domain of the automorphism to V x . The time complexity of this part is also
Theorem 5.1: Let c denote the maximum size of scomponents in X and n = |V(X)|. For all x ∈X m , we can compute a generating set for Aut 
the set of all children of x. We summarize the current situation in Fig. 2 , which may help the reader to understand our argument. It should be noted that x may have less than k ancestors (see Fig. 1 for an example). However, we need not care about how many ancestors x has. All we need for the setÂ x is the fact that a g i = a i for all a i ∈Â x and all
. We can apply our argument in this section to such a case by simply ignoring the absence of some a i .
In computing Aut
, we are given a generating set for Aut
Each of those generating sets is of size bounded above by a polynomial in n = |V(X)|. Also, we are given an isomorphism f x i x j in Iso
To make our description simpler, we hereafter denote Aut * (X[V x i ]) and f x i x j by G x i and f i j respectively. We also denote Aut
The following lemma shows some elementary properties of G x which we will use later. Since it is almost obvious, we leave its proof to the reader. Lemma 6.1:
(2) G x acts on the set {V x 1 , . . . , V x d } as well as on the setĈ x . The action of each element is given by the permutation ψ above.
An Action of G x on B x
In this subsection, we define an action of G x on the direct sum of V x 1 , . . ., V x d . Then, we will observe that our objective is reduced to computing its image. We consider a set B x i for all x i ∈Ĉ x and a set B x defined as follows.
We view each B x i as a copy of V x i and B x as the direct sum (or marked union) of all V x i . , x i ) ∈ B x and g ∈ G x . We denote the image of this action by G B x x ≤ Sym(B x ). It is very convenient for us to identify any permutation over B x with a function inĈ x x i → (V x i → V x ). Our motivation behind the convention is due to the fact that G x naturally acts onĈ x = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x d } and on the set
Definition 6.2: We define an action of
The following lemma shows some elementary proper-
x which we will use later. Lemma 6.4: In below, g denotes any element in G
x acts on the set {B x 1 , . . . , B x d }. Proof. The first claim is obvious because the kernel of the action consists only of the identity element in G x . To see the second claim, let x i ∈Ĉ x and v ∈ V x i . Then, we have
Thus, we have g(x i ) = h V x i for all x i ∈Ĉ x . The third claim follows from the equality h
The fourth claim is immediate from the second one and Lemma 6.1.
By this lemma, it is sufficient to compute a generating set for G B x x . We turn each element g in the generating set intoḡ = x i ∈Ĉ x g(x i ) ∈ G x . Then, we obtain a generating set for G x .
Constructing the Action from G x i and f i j
In this subsection, we will define a group K B x x ≤ Sym(B x ) by using G x i and f i j . Then, we will observe that our current objective is reduced to computing the group.
We first consider
For convenience, we identify the direct product with a subset ofĈ x → i G x i defined by
Note that the product in Γ x is done pointwise; that is, (γ 1 γ 2 )(x i ) = γ 1 (x i )γ 2 (x i ) for all γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ Γ x and all x i ∈Ĉ x , where the product on the right is in G x i .
Definition 6.5:
We define an action of
We denote the image of this action by Γ
We further consider a subgroup of Sym(B x ) whose action on B x is realized by f i j . Definition 6.6: For all i, j such that 1 ≤ i j ≤ d and f i j ⊥, we define a permutation p i j ∈ Sym(B x ) as follows.
Note that f i j ⊥ iff f ji ⊥. Hence, p i j is well defined. It is easily verified that this defines a permutation over B x . Conventionally, we define
We will use the following lemma on P B x x to prove the main theorem of this subsection.
Lemma 6.7: For all p ∈ P B x
x and x i ∈Ĉ x , there exists a permutation ψ over {1, 2, . . . , d} such that p(
Proof. For all p st defined above and all x i ∈Ĉ x , we have
where denotes the identity permutation over V x i . From this, we see that the claim holds. Let p = qp st be any element in P B x x , where q denotes an element in P B x x and p st denotes a permutation defined above. We assume, as induction hypothesis, that q satisfies the claim; that is, there exists a permutation σ over {1, 2, . . . , d} such that q(
As mentioned above, there exists a permutation π over {1, 2, . . . , d} such that
We below define a subgroup of Sym(B x ) which is a basis of defining K and an element p ∈ P B x x , we associate a permutation over B x defined by x , the product of the two elements satisfies:
x . Proof. Let (v, x i ) ∈ B x . By Lemma 6.7, there is some
Hence, we have the first claim. To see the second claim, let x i be any s-component inĈ x . Also, let x j be an s-component inĈ x such that x to show the main theorem of this subsection.
Lemma 6.11: Let
Thus, we have f (
and, by Lemma 6.7, there exists a permutation ψ such that
This lemma also shows that H B x x
acts on the set {B x 1 , . . . , B x d }. We will use this fact in the subsequent subsections.
Definition 6.12: We now define
By Lemma 6.1, we havef ∈ G x . We observe that x
x . To show the converse inclusion, we use the fact that G 
for all x i but x t , and
For all i with 1 ≤ i < t − 1, we define g i ∈ Sym(B x ) as follows.
where j denotes the identity permutation over V x j . We also define g t−1 ∈ Sym(B x ) as follows.
, and
Then, for all (v, x i ) ∈ B x , we can verify:
Therefore, the cycle is obtained as the product g 1 g 2 · · · g t−1 . Moreover, for all g i defined above, we have the following:
Hence, there are g i,1 ∈ G x 1 and
Note that x g i,1
By a similar argument, we can verify
for all (v, x j ) ∈ B x with j 1, i + 1. From these, we have
x . Therefore, the cycle is obtained as a product of elements in H B x x . Obviously, we can apply the above argument to any cycle in the action of g on B. Therefore, we conclude that g is in H B x x . Now, letḡ be an element in G x such that g is obtained as its action on B x . By Lemma 6.
We have now reduced our objective in this section to computing a generating set for K B x x . We begin the task by constructing a generating set for H B x x .
A Generating Set for H B x x
We can obtain a generating set S Γ x for Γ x immediately from those generating sets for all G x i . We leave the detail to the reader. Since
x , we obtain a generating set for Γ
B x x
by turning each element in S Γ x into a permutation over B x . We identify the generating set for Γ B x x with the following:
where denotes the identity element in P
. Furthermore, we can obtain a generating set for P B x x according to its definition. We identify the generating set with the following:
where denotes the identity element in Γ B x x . Theorem 6.14:
It is obvious that (γ, ) is generated by S Γ . From Lemma 6.9, we see that any product in the latter set is in the former.
We can perform all the tasks in time polynomial in n = |V(X)|. Thus, we have the following. Proof. Under the assumption, it holds that for all h ∈ H and x i ∈Ĉ x , there are π 1 ∈ Sym(W 1 ) and
From this, we have the claim immediately.
RecallÂ x = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k }, the ancestors of x. Also, recall Lemma 6.11 from which we see that a
x , x i ∈Ĉ x , and a j ∈Â x . Then, we have the following. 
In particular, we have
Proof. The first claim is immediate from the last lemma and the fact mentioned above. Obviously, K
by those definitions. Then, the second claim is immediate from the first one.
To define the tower mentioned previously, we further use the following lemma implicitly. 
. Moreover, for that x j , there is some
. The second claim is immediate.
Definition 6.20:
x by
Now, we consider a tower of subgroups
Unfortunately, this tower does not guarantee an efficient ac-
| may be large. However, we can compute H [ j] efficiently from H [ j−1] . Hereafter until the end of this section, we concentrate on developing such a method.
How to Compute
To compute H [ j] from H [ j−1] , we consider a tower of subgroups
where, for each r with 1 ≤ r ≤ d, H (r) denotes the subgroup of H [ j−1] that setwise stabilizes each of B x 1 , B x 2 , . . ., B x r . Lemma 6.21: From a generating set for H [ j−1] , we can compute a complete set of coset representatives for each H (r−1) /H (r) as well as a generating set for each H (r) in time polynomial in n = |V(X)|.
Proof. It is obvious that |H
It is also obvious that for all H (r) and all f ∈ Sym(B x ), we can check whether f is in H (r) in time polynomial in n. Hence, by using a generating set for H [ j−1] , we can compute a strong generating set S = d+1 r=1 S r for H [ j−1] 
. Hence, the second step can be done in O((c!·n) O(1) ) time.
easy to see that there is a permutation ψ over {1, 2, . . . , d} such that for all
It is obvious that g(
Conversely, let g be any function in B x → B y satisfying the above conditions. We define f : x , because, as mentioned in the above proof, we can obtain a desired isomorphism f xy ∈ Iso
We begin the task by finding a bijection ψ fromĈ x tô C y such that Iso
To find it, we define a bipartite graph Y as follows.
Recall that for all x i ∈Ĉ x and y j ∈Ĉ y , f x i y j is already at hand, which is an isomorphism in Iso
if the set is not empty and which is ⊥ otherwise. Hence, we can decide whether Iso
∅ by checking whether f x i y j ⊥. Thus, we can construct Y in time polynomial in n = |V(X)|. We then try to find a complete matching in Y. If there is no complete matching, then we can conclude Iso
Thus, we assume Y has a complete matching. Obviously, the complete matching gives us a desired bijection. For convenience, we assume, without loss of generality, that each x i corresponds to y i in the complete matching; that is, we assume Iso 
x and x i ∈Ĉ x . From Lemma 7.3, there is a permutation ψ over {1, 2, . . . , d} such that f (
Moreover, we have f (
where p iψ(i) denotes a permutation in P B x
x defined in the last section. Hence, for all i with 1
x by γ(x i ) = g i for all x i ∈Ĉ x . By respecting the cycle structure of ψ, we can easily construct an element (δ, 
x by Lemma 7.3. By this theorem, it is sufficient for us to find an element in (H B x x ϕ)[A x ]. We also need to check whether the set is not empty. We can perform these tasks by a similar method to one described in the last section.
Theorem 7.7: For any
Proof. As in Theorem 6.18, this follows from the fact that a
x , all x i ∈Ĉ x , and all a j ∈Â x . 
Lemma 7.8: Let
As in the last section, we again consider the subgroup
x which is defined by
x . Note that we have already computed a generating set for each H [ j] in the last section. We will later use those generating sets. Definition 7.9: For all j with 0 ≤ j ≤ k, we define a function ϕ j : B x → B y inductively as follows.
∅, ϕ j is defined to be an arbitrary element in (H [ j−1] 
Proof. The first claim is immediate from Lemma 7.8. To see the second claim, assume (H 
= (· · · ((H
BH [ j−1] = H 0 ≥ H 1 ≥ · · · ≥ H d .
Algorithm 7.11:
We are given a generating set for H [ j−1] which has been obtained in the last section. Also, we suppose to be given a function ϕ j−1 defined previously. Then, we compute some ϕ j ∈ (H [ j−1] If it is not empty, we can compute some isomorphism f xy in the set within the same time bound as above.
Concluding Remarks
We briefly show that isomorphism of two chordal graphs X and Y can be tested by using our algorithm. We first observe that if the height of the s-tree of X is not equal to that of Y, then we can immediately conclude X is not isomorphic to Y. Thus, we assume in the following both s-trees are of the same height. Now, let a X ⊆ V(X) denote the root of the s-tree of X. Similarly, let a Y ⊆ V(Y) denote the root of the s-tree of Y. We introduce a new node and connect it to all nodes in a X and in a Y . We denote the resulting graph by Z. Obviously, Z is a connected chordal graph. Hence, we can compute Aut(Z) by using our algorithm. Then, we can decide whether X Y according to the fact that X Y iff there is an automorphism in Aut(Z) that moves a X to a Y .
We also observe that for any chordal graph X which is disconnected, we can compute Aut(X) by using our algorithm. We first classify all connected components into several classes each of which consists of those connected components whose s-trees are of the same height. For each class, we construct a connected chordal graph Z by the same way as mentioned above. Then, we compute Aut(Z) by using our algorithm. Afterward, we take the direct product of those automorphism groups of all classes. Finally, we obtain Aut(X) as the projection of the direct product to V(X).
Before designing the algorithm in this paper, the author tried to design a purely graph-theoretic algorithm for testing isomorphism, but he failed to do it. This is an interesting question. It should be noted that our algorithm does not use any properties of chordal graphs except the fact that the s-trees are invariant under automorphism groups. For instance, it is not necessary for us that s-components are cliques; in fact, we can compute the automorphism group for such a graph via our algorithm without any modification. Hence, there may be a possibility for designing an algorithm with no use of group-theoretic methods.
